
F
or decades, businesses have looked to hard numbers to determine how 
well they’ve done and how they’ve stacked up against the competition. In 
customer service, the focus might be on the average response time — for 
manufacturing, the average number of defects per 10,000 units. 

When you say you’ve done a “good job” with your PR, what does that really mean? Reach, 
tone of coverage (sentiment), and media value (MV) are among just some of the variables 
you could track to ensure you’ve hit the mark.  But as a PR professional, there’s another metric 
available to you: Share of Voice (SOV).

The Case For Share of Voice (SOV) 
In an age with countless media channels and millions of voices competing for attention, it’s 
important to know if you’re being heard, particularly in the online world. The SOV metric is 
an effective way to measure the relative power of your messages. By benchmarking your 
coverage against your competitive set — be that another company, another product line 
within your company, or some other value — you glean insight into your communications 
efforts. SOV data can reveal the places where you might want to refine your PR strategy and 
tactics or the areas where your competitors excel. SOV can also help demonstrate the quality 
of your work to clients or management.  

PR’s Challenge With SOV  
Online media comes from a multitude of places — blogs, online news sources, social media, 
online video, to name a few — and with a seemingly infinite number of voices. The benefit 
to having such a wide array of “storytellers” is obvious: expanding online media means more 
opportunity for coverage and more opportunity to tout your company or brand. But with 
conversations increasingly taking place online, it can be hard for your messages to break 
through the chatter. 

SOV reporting comes with its own set of challenges. These fall into three categories:

 A.   Coverage

 B.    Relevance

 C.   Budget
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Do share of voice metrics 
     matter in an online worlD?

Share of Voice (SOV) typically refers 
to a company or brand’s “ownership” 
a total market or niche. In PR, SOV is 
also synonymous with the phrases 
“share of conversation” or “share of 
discussion.”



a.   coverage 
With the rise in online media channels, it has never been more important to get a handle 
on all your relevant coverage versus that of your competitors or others in your industry. 
But capturing and accessing all of the content you need for accurate SOV reporting can 
be difficult with just free search or with limited time to devote to “do it yourself” search.

B.   relevance 
While not an exact replica, the online world is a reflection of the media universe at large. 
You’ll want to know how, over time, your Share of Voice is changing and when to take 
action. Whether you’re responding to competitive or industry developments, you need 
to ensure your messages and SOV measurement parameters stay relevant.

c.   Budget 
The unfortunate side effect of a down economy is that many budgets are shrinking. In 
response to this squeeze, more executives are requiring that PR and marketing pros report 
on their efforts. Allocating resources can create a strain on the purse strings, forcing many 
practitioners to choose between conducting campaigns and measuring impact.

Maintaining a Competitive Edge
Until now, the high cost of SOV reporting has prevented many communication 
professionals from gaining access to this proven tool. But BurrellesLuce has broken the 
price barrier and is proud to announce the creation of an automated reporting service. 
BurrellesLuce Automated Share of Voice reporting is available to all media relations pros 
— even those on a shoestring budget.

PR practitioners use BurrellesLuce Automated Share of Voice reporting to:

  8 Analyze their current coverage. 

  8 Establish Share of Voice goals. 

  8 Allocate PR Resources. 

More Support on Your Path to PR Success
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With BurrellesLuce Automated Share of Voice reporting, you specify your search terms 
for comparison. Some possibilities to choose from include: weighing your company’s 
coverage versus the coverage received by up to three of your competitors; evaluating 
the media treatment of four different brands within your company; contrasting the 
coverage of statements made by your CEO or spokesperson with those of other CEOs or 
spokespersons; or customizing SOV measurement based on some other objectives. 

Automated Share of Voice reporting offers you:

      1.    affordability: A subscription to BurrellesLuce Automated SOV report costs a flat  
             $99 a month. And because BurrellesLuce uses online news coverage, you won’t  
             incur per-clip and copyright charges, as you would with print and  
             traditional broadcast media.    

      2.   Peace of mind. BurrellesLuce monitors the broadest range of subscription and  
             free online news sources and then compiles the articles into SOV reports based  
             on your criteria. So you know you’re measuring exactly the right coverage.  

      3.   convenience: BurrellesLuce will set up the searches and produce the SOV reports  
             for you. Best of all, your SOV reports will not affect your other BurrellesLuce  
             services in any way. 

      4.   reliability: Reports are emailed to you ever month, complete with  
            presentation-ready PowerPoint charts — allowing you to take timely action in  
            response to competitive or industry developments, assess the performance of  
            your PR campaigns, and enhance your ability to set and monitor your SOV  
            objectives over time.

      5.   flexibility: Subscribe to receive your SOV reports for as little as three months;  
            utilize SOV metrics for seasonal projects and one-time events or analyze SOV on a  
            continual basis.
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When do I need to use SOV in my 
reporting?

 Do you have competitors?

 Do you have spokespeople?

 Do you have multiple product      
         lines within your company?

 Do you want to know where to   
         refine or replicate your public  
         relations strategy?

 Are you expected to report on  
         your PR initiatives to clients  
         and/or management?

If you answered “yes” to any of these 
questions, you’ll probably want to 
include Share of Voice metrics in your 
reporting strategy. 



Conclusion
More online media means more opportunity for brand exposure and recognition. 
Regardless of whether you are looking for a deeper understanding of your competitive 
set or need to report on your initiatives to management and clients, Automated Share 
of Voice reports from BurrellesLuce are a valuable and affordable additon to your 
measurement program.

About Us 
BurrellesLuce helps communication professionals maximize their media relations 
results by identifying relevant publicity channels, and capturing and measuring all 
their coverage in local and national print, web, blog, online video, social media, and 
broadcast outlets. Besides delivering content, the company’s online platform, called 
BurrellesLuce 2.0, enables clients to target and connect with journalists and bloggers, 
track media coverage, and measure the impact of their outreach efforts. The platform 
has been further enhanced with the introduction of BurrellesLuce iMonitor, a self-guided 
media monitoring tool that powers instant searches covering the most local, national, 
and international news from free and subscription sources, including social media. 
Founded in 1888, BurrellesLuce has a long history of innovation and is an experienced 
provider of media monitoring and measurement services in the United States.  
 
for more information about share of voice reporting, contact us at www.
burrellesluce.com/sharewp or call 800.840.2565 now. 
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Contact us 
To find out more about our media relations planning, monitoring and measurement services, 
please contact:

8 www.burrellesluce.com/sharewp or call 800.840.2565

With BurrellesLuce Automated Share 
of Voice reporting, you specify your 
search terms for comparison — weigh 
your company’s coverage versus the 
coverage received by up to three of 
your competitors; evaluate the media 
treatment of four different brands 
within your company; contrast the 
coverage of statements made by 
your CEO or spokesperson with those 
of other CEOs or spokespersons; or 
customize SOV measurement based 
on some other objectives. 


